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2017 LIST OF SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

1. Dr. Lauran G. Holland. University of Oregon. Eugene, Oregon. USA.


SPEAKERS:

1. Dr. Kathleen Jogan. University of Arkansas. Arkansas, USA. “Starting out on the Right Path”, “Paths to successful Collaboration”, “Learning styles path to making each Student a Star”
5. Joseph Clayton Moore. GEORGIA TESOL, Madison County Middle School. Comer, Georgia. USA. “Using Free Technologies to Improve Vocabulary Instruction for ELL's”, “Using Mentor Texts to Jump-start Student Writing”
7. Marcela Raffo. US Embassy. Lima, Peru. “American English resources for English Language Teachers: Paths to Success, To Agility and Beyond: Making your classroom Agile”
11. Lisa Mann. English Language Fellow. Lima, Peru. “Let’s talk! Facilitating conversation classes for beginners”, “Think about it! Critical and creative thinking in the classroom”
14. Caroline Musserotte. TEACHERLOCKER, UCSP. Arequipa, Peru. “Grammar: Innovative, challenging and engaging activities with Active Learning”, “Speak up! Teaching techniques to promote communication in class”, “Teaching mixed-ability classes through differentiation: a path to success”
“way! Developing Cultural awareness through games”, “Nhappy? Rebus puzzles will help! Come & C me “
28. Sandra Omeira Gaviria Monsalve. Universidad EAFIT. Medellín, Colombia. “Teaching Strategies to Enhance Students’ Motivation”
32. Monica Meléndez Vicente. Ricardo Palma University. Lima, Peru. “Building citizenship from the English classroom”

34. Lukas John Murphy. Westchester Community College. Valhalla, NY 10595. USA. “Pronunciation: All questions answered”, “Contextualizing Pronunciation in Lesson Planning”


37. María Isabel Huaccho. Editorial NORMA. Lima, Peru. “Make It Meaningful And Engaging! - Understanding Young Learners’ Age Groups and Learning Styles”